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Executive Summary

This deliverable illustrates the advanced encryption-based techniques developed in MOSAICrOWN
for supporting effective and efficient selective release, sharing, and use of data in collaborative
scenarios. The problem has been investigated under different perspectives with the goal of guaranteeing protection while ensuring functionality. In particular, our solutions enable collaborative
computations and fine-grained retrieval, within the data market, operating over wrapped (i.e., encrypted) data. The main content of this deliverable is organized in two chapters.
Chapter 1 presents an approach enabling collaborative computations over data encrypted in
storage, selectively involving also external parties offering computational capabilities at competitive costs, while possibly not being fully trusted for complete access to plaintext data. This
approach then permits enriching the functionality of the digital data market. A preliminary version of the techniques discussed in this chapter has been illustrated in Deliverables D4.1 and
D4.2 [FL20, FP20]. Here, the approach has been extended to consider the more general scenario
where base relations might be stored at an external provider, possibly in encrypted form. The
consideration of encrypted storage in collaborative computations brings complications, since encryption in storage is not specifically applied according to the computations to be performed and
may not support them, which could hence require additional decryption and re-encryption operations. The novel approach described in Chapter 1 then extends the definition of relation profile
in [FP20] to model the possible encrypted representation of attributes in storage. The approach
for computing the candidates authorized to execute a query operation has been redesigned. In
addition to the consideration of encryption and decryption operations (i.e., the dynamic wrapping
and unwrapping of data), the new approach also considers re-encryption operations that have to
be possibly applied to guarantee the satisfaction of authorizations and to enable the evaluation of
operations. Finally, a heuristic algorithm has been defined to the aim of effectively and efficiently
finding an optimal assignment of query operations to subjects, fully respecting the security policies
associated with data and such that the computed assignment has minimum economic cost.
Chapter 2 addresses the problem of supporting fine-grained access to wrapped data stored in
the digital data market. In particular, the chapter presents an approach for indexing encrypted
data stored at external providers to enable data market-side evaluation of queries. This approach
supports the evaluation of point and range conditions on multiple attributes. Protection against inferences from indexes is guaranteed by clustering tuples in boxes that are then mapped to the same
index values, so to ensure collisions for individual attributes as well as their combinations. The
approach for index construction employs a spatial-based representation of tuples to be outsourced
and a clever algorithm performing recursive cuts on such space resulting in a partitioning of tuples for indexes. Query translation and processing require the client to store a compact map. As
confirmed by experimental evaluation, the indexing proposal provides for effective and efficient
query evaluation, enjoying limited overhead and limited storage requirements at the client-side.
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1. Static and dynamic wrapping for
collaborative computations

Our society and economy more and more rely on the knowledge that can be generated by analysis and computations combining data that are produced and owned/controlled by different parties. The data market, combined with the possibility of using a variety of storage and computational providers with different costs and performance guarantees, represents an accelerator for
such needs. Data owners can in fact outsource their data to the data market, making them (selectively) available for computations with reduced management burden at their own side. At the same
time, users requiring analysis can (partially) delegate expensive computations to the data market,
with clear performance and economic benefits [DFJ+ 17]. However, the scenario can be complicated by the fact that some of the data can be sensitive, proprietary, or more in general subject to
access restrictions, all factors that can affect the possibility for the data market to rely on external
providers for data management and processing.
To solve this issue and ensure data protection while permitting the consideration of a large
spectrum of providers for computations, MOSAICrOWN has proposed a simple, yet flexible, authorization model that enriches the traditional yes/no visibility that a subject can have over data
with a third visibility level, granting a subject visibility over encrypted versions of the data [FL20,
FP20]. In this way, subjects that are economically convenient, but possibly not fully trusted for
accessing data content, may still be involved in computations over encrypted data. To enforce
the authorization policy, visibility over data is dynamically adjusted by inserting, before passing
a dataset to a subject not trusted for plaintext access, on-the-fly encryption operations. Similarly,
the encryption layer can be dynamically removed through on-the-fly decryption when requested
for operations that cannot be executed over encrypted data.
The proposed authorization model operates under the assumption that the datasets involved in
the distributed computation are stored in plaintext. This assumption is however viable only when
data are either stored with their owners, or outsourced at providers that are trusted to access data
in plaintext, hindering the consideration of providers that, while being economically convenient,
cannot be considered fully trusted. Intuitively, the spectrum of potential providers that could be
adopted for storing datasets could be enlarged if data are encrypted, by their owners, before outsourcing. In this chapter, we then propose an approach enabling collaborative computations over
data encrypted in storage, selectively involving also subjects that might not be authorized for accessing the data in plaintext when it is considered economically convenient. The consideration of
encrypted storage in collaborative computations brings, however, complications since encryption
in storage is not specifically applied according to the computations to be performed and may not
support them, which could hence require additional decryption and re-encryption operations.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 presents related works and the
innovation of MOSAICrOWN. Section 1.2 re-defines the information flows enacted by a computation, necessary for authorization enforcement, based on the possibility of some data being stored
9
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in encrypted form. Section 1.3 identifies the need, and proposes a solution for, re-encryption operations, to be introduced when the encryption adopted in storage (which is pre-determined by the
data owner) does not support operation execution. Section 1.4 illustrates an approach for computing an economically convenient assignment of computation operations to subjects in complete
obedience of authorizations. Section 1.5 concludes the chapter.

1.1

State of the art and MOSAICrOWN innovation

We describe the state of the art and the innovation produced by MOSAICrOWN for collaborative
computations over data stored both in plaintext and encrypted form in the data market and under
the control of different authorities.

1.1.1

State of the art

Traditional solutions aimed at distributed query evaluation and data analytics do not take into
consideration access restrictions (e.g., [AAC+ 18, AXL+ 15, Kos00, LSK95, RLG17]). Solutions
aimed at enforcing access restrictions in the relational database scenario (e.g., view based access
control [DFJ+ 14,GB14,RMSR04], access patterns [AB18,BLT15], data masking [KB16]) instead
do not consider encryption as a solution for protecting confidentiality.
The use of encryption for protecting data confidentiality, while supporting query evaluation,
has been widely studied (e.g., [AAKL06, HIML02, PRZB11a, TKMZ13]). Alternative solutions
studied the adoption of secure multiparty computation (e.g., [BEE+ 17, CLS09]) and of trusted
hardware components (e.g., [SBM20]) to support query evaluation. All these solutions are complementary to our work, which can rely on these techniques to partially delegate query evaluation
over encrypted data to subjects who are not authorized for plaintext visibility over (a subset of) the
attributes.
Recent works have addressed the problem of protecting data confidentiality in distributed
computation. The proposed solutions aim at controlling (explicit and implicit) information flows
among subjects as a consequence of distributed computations (e.g., [DFJ+ 11, OKM17, SKS+ 19,
ZZL+ 15]). The work closest to ours is represented by the solution in [DFJ+ 17], on which our
proposal builds. Indeed, the approach proposed in [DFJ+ 17] for distributed query evaluation under access restrictions first proposed the idea of distinguishing between plaintext and encrypted
visibility over the data, to the aim of enabling the delegation of computations over encrypted data
to non-fully trusted subjects. This authorization model has been integrated into a real world query
optimizer in [DCL19]. The work in [DFJ+ 17] is based on the assumption that base relations are
stored on the premises of the authorities owning them. Hence, base relations are available in
plaintext and can be selectively encrypted on-the-fly, based on the needs for query evaluation. Our
proposal extends such an approach to consider the more general scenario where base relations
might be stored at an external provider, possibly in encrypted form.
In [FLCY14] the authors address a complementary problem allowing users to specify confidentiality requirements in query evaluation to protect the objective of their queries to some
providers.

1.1.2

MOSAICrOWN innovation

MOSAICrOWN produced several advancements over the state of the art, which can be summarized as follows.

MOSAICrOWN

Deliverable D4.4
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• The consideration of datasets involved in distributed computations that can also be stored
in encrypted form (static wrapping) combined with an authorization model supporting dynamic wrapping of datasets. This benefits both users requiring computations, and owners
wishing to make their data selectively available to others. Users might in fact leverage economically convenient providers for the computation, and owners can store their datasets
to economically convenient providers with the guarantee that their data will be improperly
accessed neither in storage, nor in computation.
• The definition of a heuristics for computing an economically convenient assignment of computation operations to subjects in complete obedience of authorizations.
The approach for supporting static and dynamic wrapping for collaborative computations described in this chapter has been published in [DFJ+ 21]. A preliminary version of the authorization
model has been describe in deliverables D4.1 [FL20] and D4.2 [FP20].

1.2

Relation profiles and authorizations

We consider a scenario characterized by three kinds of subjects: 1) data authorities, each owning
one or more relational tables possibly stored at external storage providers; 2) users, submitting
queries over relations under the control of different authorities; and 3) computational providers,
which can be involved for query evaluation. Queries can be of the general form “SELECT FROM
WHERE GROUP BY HAVING ” and can include joins among relations under control of different
data authorities. Execution of queries is performed according to a query plan established by the
query optimizer, where projections are pushed down to avoid retrieving data that are not necessary
for query evaluation. Graphically, we represent query plans as trees whose leaf nodes correspond
to base relations, after the projection of the subset of attributes of interest for the query. For
simplicity, but without loss of generality, we assume that attributes in the relations have different
names.
Example 1.2.1. Consider two data authorities, a flight company and a commercial company with
one relation each: relation F LIGHT(N,D,P,C) reports the social security Number and Date of birth
of passengers, and the Price and Class of their tickets; relation C OMPANY(S,I,J) reports the Social security number, Income, and Job of the company employees. These relations are stored in
encrypted form at providers F and C, respectively. The system is characterized by computational
providers X, Y, and Z. In our running example, we consider the following query submitted by user
U: “SELECT C, SUM(P), SUM(I) FROM F LIGHT JOIN C OMPANY ON N=S WHERE J=‘manager’
GROUP BY C HAVING SUM (P)>10% SUM (I)”, retrieving the classes for which the overall price of
tickets is above the 10% of the income of the managers who bought such tickets. Figure 1.1(a)
illustrates a plan for the query.
Relation profile. Besides the attributes included in its schema, a relation resulting from a computation can convey information on other attributes. The information content explicitly and implicitly
conveyed by a (base or derived, that is, resulting from the evaluation of a sub-query) relation is
captured by a profile associated with the relation. We extend the definition of relation profile
in [DFJ+ 17] to model the possible encrypted representation of attributes in storage.
Definition 1.2.1 (Relation Profile). Let R be a relation. The profile of R is a 6-tuple of the
form [Rvp , Rve , RvE , Rip , Rie , R' ] where: Rvp , Rve , and RvE are the visible attributes appearing in R’s

MOSAICrOWN
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σsum(P)>10%sum(I)

[NCP,_]→U
[SJI,_]→U
[PC,N]→X
[_,SJI]→X

γC,sum(I),sum(P)

[DP,CN]→Y
[JI,S]→Y
[NC,P]→Z
[S,JI]→Z

⊲⊳N=S
σJ=′manager′

[_,NDPC]→F
[_,JI]→F
[_,NC]→C
[_,SJI]→C

πNPC
Company(SJI)
Flight(NDPC)
@F

@C

(a) Query plan

[NC,_]→any
[_,SJ]→any

(b) Authorizations

Figure 1.1: An example of a query plan (a) and of authorizations on relations F LIGHT and C OM PANY stored at providers F and C, respectively (b)
schema in plaintext (Rvp ), encrypted on-the-fly (Rve ), and encrypted in-storage (RvE ); Rip and Rie
are the implicit attributes conveyed by R, in plaintext (Rip ) and encrypted (Rie ); R' is a disjointset data structure representing the closure of the equivalence relationship implied by attributes
connected in R’s computation.
In the definition, Rvp corresponds to the set of plaintext attributes visible in the schema of
R. We then distinguish between the visible attributes encrypted on-the-fly (Rve ) and the visible
attributes encrypted in storage (RvE ), due to their different nature. In-storage encryption is enforced
once, independently from the query to be answered, and uses a scheme and a key (decided by the
owning data authority) that do not change over time and are not shared among different data
authorities. On-the-fly encryption is enforced at query evaluation time and both the encryption
scheme and the encryption key are decided by the user formulating the query and need to be
shared among different parties when different attributes need to be compared (e.g., for a join
evaluation). Implicit components (Rip , Rie ) keep track of the attributes that have been involved
in query evaluation for producing relation R. Even if they do not appear in R’s schema, query
evaluation has left a trace of their values in the query results (e.g., attributes involved in selection or
group by operations). Note that we do not distinguish between in-storage and on-the-fly encryption
in the implicit component of the profile. Indeed, the information leaked by the evaluation of an
operation over an encrypted attribute is not influenced by the time at which encryption has been
enforced or the subject enforcing it. The equivalence relationship (R' ) keeps track of the sets of
attributes that have been compared for query evaluation (e.g., for the evaluation of an equi-join).
Hence, even if one of the attributes in the equivalence set has been projected out from the relation
schema, its values are still conveyed by the presence of other (equivalent) attributes.
The profile of a base relation R has all components empty except Rvp and RvE that contain
the attributes appearing in plaintext and in encrypted form, respectively, in the relation schema.
The profile of a derived relation resulting from the evaluation of an operation depends on both
the operation and the profile of the operand(s). Figure 1.2 illustrates the profiles resulting from
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πA

v Rvp ∩A Rve ∩A RvE ∩A
i Rip
Rie
≃ R≃

R

v Rvp Rve RvE
i Rip Rie
≃ R≃

σa op x
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v Rvp
Rve
RvE
i Rip ∪(Rvp ∩{a}) Rie ∪((Rve ∪RvE )∩{a})
≃ R≃
v Rvp Rve RvE
i Rip Rie
≃ R≃

R

R

(a) projection

×

Rl

R

v Rvp Rve
RvE
i Rip Rie
≃ R≃ ∪{ai , aj }
v Rvp Rve RvE
i Rip Rie
≃ R≃

(b) selection
vp vp
v Rl ∪Rr Rlve ∪Rrve RlvE ∪RrvE
ip ip
i Rl ∪Rr Rlie ∪Rrie
≃ Rl≃ ∪Rr≃

vp
v Rl Rlve RlvE
ip
i Rl Rlie
≃ Rl≃

Rr

vp
v Rr Rrve RrvE
ip
i Rr Rrie
≃ Rr≃

v Rvp ∩(A∪{a}) Rve ∩(A∪{a})
RvE ∩(A∪{a})
i Rip ∪(Rvp ∩A) Rie ∪((Rve ∪RvE )∩A)
≃ R≃
v Rvp Rve RvE
i Rip Rie
≃ R≃

(e) group by

vp vp
v Rl ∪Rr Rlve ∪Rrve RlvE ∪RrvE
ip ip
i Rl ∪Rr Rlie ∪Rrie
≃ Rl≃ ∪Rr≃ ∪{ai , aj }

⊲⊳ai op aj

Rl

vp
v Rl Rlve RlvE
ip
i Rl Rlie
≃ Rl≃

(c) cartesian product

γA,f (a)

σai op aj

Rr

vp
v Rr Rrve RrvE
ip
i Rr Rrie
≃ Rr≃

(d) join

A
R

R

v Rvp \A Rve ∪A RvE
i Rip
Rie
≃ R≃

v Rvp Rve RvE
i Rip Rie
≃ R≃

(f) encryption

A

R

v Rvp ∪A Rve \A RvE \A
i Rip
Rie
≃ R≃

v Rvp Rve RvE
i Rip Rie
≃ R≃

(g) decryption

Figure 1.2: Profiles resulting from relational, encryption, and decryption operations
the evaluation of relational algebra operators, and of encryption and decryption operations, which
are specific to our model. Graphically, we represent the profile of a relation as a tag attached to
the relation’s node (or the node of the operator producing it in case of a derived relation), with
three components: v (visible attributes in Rvp and, on a gray background, Rve and RvE ), i (implicit
attributes in Rip and, on a gray background, Rie ), and ' (sets of equivalent attributes in R' that
have been compared for R’s computation). We represent encryption and decryption operations as
gray and white boxes, respectively, containing the attributes to be encrypted/decrypted, attached
to the operand relation or the resulting relation, respectively. Figure 1.3 illustrates the profiles
of the relations resulting from the evaluation of the operations in the query plan in Figure 1.1(a),
assuming attributes NS and PI are decrypted for enabling computations over them. Note that, for
simplicity, in the figure and in the remainder of this document, we denote a set of attributes simply
with the sequence of the attributes composing it, omitting the curly brackets and commas.
Authorizations. Authorizations aim at regulating data flows intended for computations. Authorizations can specify, for each subject, whether she has plaintext visibility, encrypted visibility, or
no visibility for performing computations over the attributes in the relations, and are defined as
follows.
Definition 1.2.2 (Authorization). Let R be a relation and S be a set of subjects. An authorization
is a rule of the form [P, E]→S, where P⊆R and E⊆R are subsets of attributes in R such that
P∩E=0,
/ and S∈S ∪{any}.
Authorization [P, E]→S states that subject S can access in plaintext attributes in P, in encrypted
form attributes in E, and has no visibility over the attributes in R\(P∪E). Subject ‘any’ can
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σsum(P)>10%sum(I)
PI

v PI
C
i
CJ
≃ NS;PI

γC,sum(I),sum(P)

v
PCI
i
CJ
≃ NS

⊲⊳N=S

v NS
PCJI
i
J
≃ NS

NS

σJ=′manager′
πNPC
Flight(NDPC)
@F

v
i
≃

NPC
Company(SJI)
@C

v
i
≃
v
i
≃

SJI
J

SJI

Figure 1.3: Query plan with profiles

be used to specify a default authorization applying to all subjects for which no authorization is
defined. Authorizations regulating access for computation over (encrypted) attributes in relation R
are defined by the data authority who owns the relation, independently from the provider storing it.
Note that the authorizations of storage providers depend on whether they are to be considered also
for computations, independently from the fact that they store a specific relation and its (encrypted
or plaintext) form. The user formulating the query is expected to have plaintext visibility over
a subset of the attributes in the relational schemas, and we assume that she is authorized for the
attributes involved in the query.
Example 1.2.2. Figure 1.1(b) illustrates an example of a set of authorizations regulating access
to relations F LIGHT and C OMPANY of our running example. User U has plaintext visibility over
a subset of the attributes of the two relations, storage providers F and C have encrypted visibility
over the attributes in the relation they store, computational providers X, Y, and Z have plaintext
or encrypted visibility over a subset of the attributes in the two relations.

Authorization verification. To be authorized for a relation, a subject needs the plaintext visibility
over plaintext attributes (Rvp and Rip ) and plaintext or encrypted visibility over encrypted attributes
(Rve , RvE , and Rie ). Note that there is no need to distinguish between in-storage and on-the-fly
encryption for authorization verification, as the information conveyed by encrypted attributes is
independent from the time at which it has been applied. The subject also needs to have the same
visibility (plaintext or encrypted) over attributes appearing together in an equivalence set. This is
required to prevent subjects having plaintext visibility on one attribute in the equivalence set and
encrypted visibility on another to be able to exploit knowledge of plaintext values of the former to
infer plaintext values of the latter.
In the following, for simplicity, we will denote with PS (ES , respectively) the set of attributes
that a subject S can access in plaintext (encrypted, respectively) according to her authorizations.
The following definition identifies subjects authorized to access a relation, extending the definition
in [DFJ+ 17] to take the two kinds of encryption into consideration.
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Definition 1.2.3 (Authorized Relation). Let R be a relation with profile [Rvp ,Rve ,RvE ,Rip ,Rie ,R' ].
A subject S ∈ S is authorized for R iff:
1. Rvp ∪Rip ⊆ PS (authorized for plaintext);
2. Rve ∪RvE ∪Rie ⊆ PS ∪ES (authorized for encrypted);
3. ∀A∈R' , A⊆PS or A⊆ES (uniform visibility).
Example 1.2.3. Consider a relation R with profile [P,C,S,_,_,{IP}] and the authorizations in Figure 1.1(a). Provider Z is not authorized for the relation since it cannot access P in plaintext
(Condition 1); C and F are not authorized since they cannot access P and S, respectively, in any
form (Condition 2); X is not authorized since it does not have uniform visibility on P and I (Condition 3). Provider Y and user U are instead authorized for the relation.
For simplicity, in the following we will use notation Ri to denote the relation resulting from
the evaluation of node ni in the query tree plan. When clear from the context, we will use ni to
denote interchangeably the node and the corresponding relation.

1.3

Extended minimum cost query plan

Given a query plan T(N) corresponding to a query q formulated by a user U, our goal is to
determine, for each node, a subject for its evaluation, possibly extending the query plan with
encryption, decryption, and re-encryption operations to guarantee the satisfaction of authorizations
and enable the evaluation of operations.

1.3.1

Candidates

Given a query plan T(N), we first need to identify, for each node, the subjects authorized for
evaluating it (i.e., its candidates). Given a node n in a query tree plan, a subject S is authorized for
its execution if she is authorized for its operand(s) and for its result. Indeed, S needs to access the
operands of the node for its evaluation, and the profile of the result captures all the information
directly and indirectly conveyed by the evaluation of the operation. Starting from relations where
(a subset of) the attributes are encrypted in storage, it could be necessary to inject decryption
and re-encryption (i.e., decryption followed by encryption with a different scheme and/or key) to
guarantee that operations can be evaluated when they require plaintext visibility over the involved
attributes, or they are not supported by the encryption scheme adopted in storage, respectively.
For instance, we cannot expect different data authorities to use the same encryption scheme and
key for attributes that will be compared in an equi-join. Hence, even if equality conditions can
easily be supported over encrypted data (e.g., using deterministic encryption), the evaluation of
equi-joins requires re-encryption of the join attributes. Besides decryption and re-encryption for
enabling query evaluation, also encryption operations could be injected for enforcing authorizations: encryption could enable a subject to perform an operation that she would otherwise not be
authorized to evaluate, due to the plaintext representation of some attributes in the operand relation
that she can access only in encrypted form.
Example 1.3.1. With reference to our running example, Y can evaluate the join operation if attributes N and S are re-encrypted using a deterministic encryption scheme with the same encryption key. Similarly, attributes P, I, and J must be encrypted for Z to be authorized for evaluating
the group by operation.
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We observe that, if all the attributes in the schema of the operand relation(s) appear in encrypted form, the set of subjects who are authorized for evaluating the operation is possibly larger.
In fact, encrypted attributes are also accessible by subjects with plaintext visibility. To determine
candidates, we therefore assume that all the attributes in the operand relation(s), but those that
have to be in plaintext for operation execution, are encrypted. We note that the encryption of the
attributes in the operands is always possible, since any attribute can be encrypted by the subject
computing the operand (who can see it in plaintext). Similarly, any attribute of the operand(s) can
be decrypted by the subject who is in charge for the evaluation of the operation, since otherwise it
would not be authorized to evaluate it. Formally, we define candidates for the evaluation of a node
as follows.
Definition 1.3.1 (Candidate). Let T(N) be a query plan, n∈N be a non-leaf node, nl ,nr ∈N be the
left and right child (if any) of node n, n.A p be the set of attributes that need to be in plaintext for
the evaluation of n, and S be a set of subjects. A subject S∈S is a candidate for the execution
of a node n iff S is authorized for:
1) nl and nr , assuming the encryption of all the visible attributes (Definition 1.2.3);
2) attributes in n.A p in plaintext;
3) n, assuming the encryption of all the visible attributes in its operand(s) (Definition 1.2.3).
The set of candidates for node n is denoted Λ(n).
Example 1.3.2. Figure 1.4(a) reports, for each node in the query plan of Example 1.2.1, the
candidates who can evaluate the operation in the node. In the example, we assume that: i) the
selection over J and the computation of the sums over I and P can be evaluated over their encrypted
in storage representation; ii) the evaluation of the join and of the group by require the re-encryption
of the involved attributes; and iii) the comparison of SUM(P) and SUM(I) can only be done over
plaintext values.
The set of candidates along a query plan enjoys a nice monotonicity property. In fact, relation profiles never lose attributes, but can only gain new ones (see Figure 1.3). Hence, a subject
authorized for n is also authorized for its descendants in the query plan (the set of candidates
monotonically decreases going up in the tree). This is true for all operations that do not require
plaintext visibility over attributes, or which leave a trace in the implicit component of the resulting
relation profile. A query plan T(N) is extended with encryption, decryption, and re-encryption,
generating an extended query plan, denoted T0(N0 ). Figure 1.4(a) illustrates an example of an
extended version of the query plan in Figure 1.1(a), where attributes NC and S are re-encrypted
(graphically represented with the gray and white rectangles below the join node), and attributes IP
are decrypted. Encryption, decryption, and re-encryption are used to adjust visibility and guarantee correct authorization enforcement. Their injection depends on the subjects to which operations
are assigned. The injection of encryption and decryption operations does not affect the monotonicity property: the set of candidates of an encryption node corresponds to the one of the node
to which encryption applies (i.e., of its child), and the set of candidates of a decryption node corresponds to the one of the node operating on the result of the decryption (i.e., of its parent). For
example, candidates for the decryption of IP in Figure 1.4(a) are those for the selection to which
decryption is connected (and hence are not explicitly reported in the figure). The consideration
of re-encryption operations, necessary when the in-storage encryption scheme does not support
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Figure 1.4: Extended query plan with candidates (a) and with assignees (b)

operation execution, on the other hand, deserves a special treatment. Since the subject in charge of
re-encryption must be authorized for the profile of the operand relation, the set of candidates for
a re-encryption operation is a subset of the candidates of its operand node nc . However, the candidates of the parent n p of the re-encryption operation might not be a subset of the re-encryption
candidates. In fact, nothing can be said on the set containment relationship between re-encryption
candidates and those of its parent n p , since a candidate for re-encryption could not be authorized
for n p and vice-versa: while a subject must be authorized for plaintext visibility on the attributes
to be re-encrypted to be candidate for re-encryption, n p might not require (and its candidate might
not have) plaintext visibility on these attributes. Indeed, the profile of the result of re-encryption
is the same as the one of its operand (i.e., it does not move attributes from the encrypted to the
plaintext components nor vice-versa). Note that the set of candidates for n p is a subset of the
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candidates for nc , since a candidate for n p needs to have at least visibility on the relation produced
by nc . Figure 1.4(a) reports, for the two re-encryption operations, the set of candidates that could
re-encrypt the involved attributes.
Given a query plan and the candidates for each of its nodes, it is then necessary to select, for
each node, a subject (chosen among its candidates) in charge of the evaluation of the corresponding
operation (i.e., the assignee of node n). Given a query plan, there can exist different possible
assignments that respect authorizations and permit query execution. In the next section, we discuss
how to determine an authorized assignment.

1.3.2

Authorized assignment and minimum cost query plan

Given a query plan T(N) and the set Λ(n) of candidates for each node n ∈ N, it is possible to
determine an assignment of nodes to subjects taken from the corresponding set of candidates by
inserting encryption and decryption operations. Such an assignment exists if, for each attribute a
that needs to be re-encrypted, there exists a subject who can access a in plaintext, and the other
attributes in the schema of the same base relation in encrypted or plaintext form. Encryption
operations are inserted to enforce authorizations, and decryption operations are inserted to adjust attributes visibility for operation evaluation, and are attached to the node requiring each of
them. These operations can be performed by the same subject assigned to the nodes to which encryption/decryption are attached. Re-encryption, on the contrary, could be assigned to a different
subject, and can be inserted at any point in the query plan, before the node that represents the
operation for which re-encryption is needed. We also note that, differently from encryption and
decryption operations, the need for re-encryption of an attribute a does not depend on the choice of
assignments, but only on: i) the in-storage encryption (scheme and key) of a; and ii) the operations
to be evaluated over a for query execution. Hence, independently from the selected assignment, if
no subject has plaintext visibility over a and encrypted visibility over all the other attributes in the
base relation to which a belongs, there cannot exist any authorized assignment for the query plan.
On the contrary, if such a subject exists, there is at least an authorized assignment for the query
plan. Indeed, the re-encryption operation can be evaluated as early as when the relation leaves the
storage provider.
Example 1.3.3. Consider attribute C of our running example, which needs to be re-encrypted for
the evaluation of GROUP BY clause. For an authorized assignment, we need a subject who can
access attributes N and P in encrypted form and C in plaintext. Since U, X, and Z can access N
and P encrypted and C plaintext, in the worst case scenario, re-encryption of C can be injected as
a parent of the leaf node representing base relation F LIGHT and can be assigned to one among U,
X, and Z.
The existence of an authorized assignment can be formalized by the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3.1 (Existence of an authorized assignment). Let T(N) be a query plan, ∀n∈N, n.Ae
be the set of attributes that need to be re-encrypted for the evaluation of n, S be a set of subjects
and, ∀n∈N, Λ(n) be the set of candidates for n. If ∀n∈N, Λ(n)6=0/ and, ∀a∈n.Ae there exists at
least a subject S∈S s.t. a∈PS and R⊆PS ∪ES , with R the base relation to which a belongs, then
there exists at least an extended query plan T0(N0 ) of T(N) and an assignment λ : N0 → S of
subjects to nodes in T0(N0 ), with λ (n) ∈ Λ(n), that does not violate any authorization.
We can then conclude that, if there exists an authorized assignment for the query plan, any
combination of subjects chosen from the candidate sets of the nodes in the query plan can be
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made authorized by injecting encryption, decryption, and re-encryption operations. For instance,
Figure 1.4(b) illustrates an extended query plan that makes the assignment on the left of each node
authorized according to the authorizations in Figure 1.1(a).
Among the possible assignments, we expect the user formulating the query to be interested in
selecting the one that optimizes performance, economic costs, or both of them. In the considered
cloud scenario, we expect the economic cost to be the driving factor in the choice of the candidates.
The economic cost for the evaluation of a query includes two main factors: i) computational cost
for the evaluation of the operations in the query plan; and ii) data transfer cost for the relations
exchanged between subjects for query evaluation. The cost of query evaluation is obtained by
summing these two cost components, taking into consideration also the encryption, decryption,
and re-encryption operations. Formally, the problem of computing an assignment that minimizes
the cost of query evaluation is formulated as follows.
Problem 1.3.1 (Minimum cost query plan). Let T(N) be a query plan and S be a set of subjects.
Determine an extended query plan T0 (N0 ) of T and an assignment λ : N0 → S such that:
1. ∀n∈N0 , λ (n) ∈ Λ(n), that is, the subject in charge of the evaluation of a node is one of its
candidates;
2. ∀n∈N0 , λ (n) is authorized for the profiles of n and of its children;
3. @T00 , λ 0 such that T00 is an extended query plan of T and λ 0 an assignment for T00 such that
∀n∈N0 , λ 0 (n) ∈ Λ(n) and cost(T00 , λ 0 )<cost(T0 , λ )
The problem of computing a minimum cost query plan is hard. We therefore propose a heuristic approach for its solution.

1.4

Computing assignment

The proposed heuristics operates in three phases (see Figure 1.5). The first phase identifies the
set of candidates associated with the nodes of the query plan given as input. The second phase
chooses, for each operation in the query plan, the subject (among the corresponding candidates) in
charge of its execution, and inserts the needed re-encryption operations. The third phase inserts the
encryption and decryption operations. The procedures corresponding to these phases are presented
in Figures 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 and illustrated in the following. In the discussion and in the procedures,
given a node n, we denote with n p its parent, and with nl and nr its left child and right child,
respectively.
Identify candidates. Recursive procedure Identify_Candidates (Figure 1.5) performs a postorder visit of the query plan to identify, for each node, the candidates for its evaluation. For each
node n, the procedure computes its profile, assuming that all the attributes in the operands are
encrypted unless demanded for the evaluation of n (lines 8-12). The procedure then determines
the candidates for n, checking among the candidates of n’s operands or, for operations operating
on plaintext attributes that do not leave a trace in the implicit component, also among the other
subjects (lines 15-21). Note that the set of candidates for leaf nodes is set to the complete set of
subjects (line 6), even if leaf nodes are assigned to the storing provider, to simplify the computation
of the candidate sets in the query plan. For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we assume
all the attributes in base relations to be encrypted in storage. Procedure Identify_Candidates also
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MAIN(T(N), S )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Compute_Cost(T.root)
insert a node client as parent of T.root assigned to the user U formulating the query
Identify_Candidates(T.root) /* Step 1: identify candidates */
to_enc_dec=0/
Compute_Assignment(T.root) /* Step 2: compute assignment and inject re-encryption */
Extend_Plan(T.root) /* Step 3: inject encryption/decryption */

Identify_Candidates(n)
1:
2:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

if nl 6=NULL then Identify_Candidates(nl )
if nr 6=NULL then Identify_Candidates(nr )
/* compute the profile of the node over its (encrypted) children */
if nl =nr =NULL /* n is a leaf node */
then n.vp=n.ve= n.ip= n.ie= n.eq=0/
n.vE=R /* all the attributes in the relation schema are encrypted */
Λ(n)=S /* any subject */
n.TotA p =n.TotAe =0/
else let n.A p be the set of attributes that need to be plaintext for evaluating n
let n.Ae be the set of attributes that need to be (re)encrypted on-the-fly for evaluating n
nl =encrypt(nl \n.A p , decrypt(n.A p ∪ n.Ae , nl ))
nr =encrypt(nr \n.A p , decrypt(n.A p ∪ n.Ae , nr ))
Compute_Profile(n) /* compute the relation profile according to Figure 1.2 */
n.TotA p =n.A p ∪nl .TotA p ∪nr .TotA p
n.TotAe =n.Ae ∪nl .TotAe ∪nr .TotAe
Λ(n)=0/
if nl .A p ∪nr .A p ⊆n.ip
then Cand=Λ(nl ) ∪ Λ(nr )
else Cand=S
for each S∈Cand do
if S is authorized for nl , nr , n
then Λ(n)=Λ(n)∪{S}

Figure 1.5: Pseudocode of our heuristic algorithm and of procedure Identify_Candidates

sets variables n.TotA p (n.TotAe , resp.) to the set of attributes that must be plaintext (encrypted on
the fly, resp.) for the evaluation of the subtree rooted at n (lines 7, 13-14).
Choose assignment. Recursive procedure Compute_Assignment (Figure 1.6) performs a preorder visit of the query plan. Intuitively, for each visited node, the procedure chooses between
assigning the evaluation of the node to the same subject as its parent n p (without paying any
transfer cost), or move it to a different subject, if economically convenient. Economic convenience
is evaluated comparing the cost of evaluating the whole subtree rooted at n at each subject S being
candidate of the node. To estimate the cost of delegating the evaluation of the subtree rooted at n
to S, we consider the following cost components.
• Data transfer cost (lines 15-16) applies only when n is assigned to a subject S different
from its parent and is computed as the product between the estimated size of the relation
generated by n and the transfer cost of the subject in charge of evaluating n (in line with
cloud market price lists, we consider only outbound traffic).
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Compute_Assignment(n)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

Smin =NULL
min=+∞
if nl =nr =NULL /* n is a leaf node */
then λ (n)=n.S /* storage provider for the corresponding relation */
if to_enc_dec∩R6=0/
then insert a re-encrypt node new for to_enc_dec∩n.vE as parent of n
Λ(new)={S∈S : S is authorized for n and to access to_enc_dec∩n.vE in plaintext}
for each S∈Λ(new) do
cost = (dec_cost(to_enc_dec)+enc_cost(to_enc_dec))·S.comp_price+
+ n.size·(S.transf_price+λ (n).transf_price)
if cost<min
then min=cost, Smin =S
λ (new)=Smin
else if n is not a re-encryption operation
then for each S∈Λ(n) do
if S6=λ (n p ) then cost=n.size·S. transf_price /* transfer cost */
else cost=0 /* transfer cost */
cost = cost+comp_cost[n,S] /* computational cost */
for each a∈(n.TotA p ∪n.TotAe )∩PS do /* S decrypts the attribute */
cost=cost+dec_cost(a)·S.comp_price
for each a∈(n.TotAe \PS ) do /* need to delegate re-encrypt of a */
cost = cost+(dec_cost(a)+enc_cost(a))·avg_comp_price+
a.size·(avg_transf_price+S.transf_price)
for each a∈(to_enc_dec∩PS ) do /* S can re-encrypt a */
cost=cost+(dec_cost(a)+enc_cost(a))·S.comp_price
if cost<min
then min=cost
Smin =S
/* select the subject in charge of the evaluation of n */
λ (n)=Smin
if to_enc_dec∩Pλ (n) 6=0/
then insert a re-encrypt node new for to_enc_dec∩Pλ (n) as parent of n
λ (new)=λ (n)
to_enc_dec=to_enc_dec\Pλ (n)
to_enc_dec=to_enc_dec∪(n.Ae \Pλ (n) ) /* delegated re-encryption */
if n.Ae ∩Pλ (n) 6=0/
then insert a re-encrypt node new for n.Ae ∩Pλ (n) as child of n
λ (new)=λ (n)
if nl 6=NULL then Compute_Assignment(nl )
if nr 6=NULL then Compute_Assignment(nr )

Compute_Cost(n)
1:
2:
3:
4:

if nl 6=NULL then Compute_Cost(nl )
if nr 6=NULL then Compute_Cost(nr )
for each S∈S do
comp_cost[n,S] = comp_cost[nl ,S] + comp_cost[nr ,S] + n.comp_cost·S.comp_price

Figure 1.6: Pseudocode of procedures Compute_Assignment and Compute_Cost
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• Computational cost (line 18) is the sum of the costs of evaluating all the nodes in the subtree rooted at n by subject S. Such a cost is pre-computed by recursive procedure Compute_Cost, which visits the query plan in pre-order summing the cost of the evaluation of
the subtrees rooted at the children of n with the cost of evaluating n, which is obtained by
multiplying the estimated computation complexity of evaluating n in n.TotAe and n.TotA p
by the computation price of S. The costs precomputed by procedure Compute_Cost are
stored in a matrix, comp_cost[n,S], with a row for each node and a column for each subject.
• Decryption cost (lines 19-20) is the cost of decrypting the attributes that need to be plaintext
(or encrypted on-the-fly) for the evaluation of n or one of its descendants (i.e., any node in
the subtree rooted at n that S is in charge of evaluating). The decryption cost is estimated
by multiplying the decryption cost of each attribute a by the computation price of S.
• Re-encryption cost (lines 21-25) includes the cost of re-encryption operations performed by
S as well as of re-encryption operations necessary to S for the evaluation of n but that need to
be delegated to a different subject. To keep track of the attributes that require re-encryption,
we use variable to_enc_dec, which keeps track of the attributes that require re-encryption for
the evaluation of the ancestors of n. If S can access a subset of the attributes in to_enc_dec
in plaintext, the algorithm assumes that S will take care of their re-encryption (lines 2425). If S needs to operate on an attribute encrypted on-the-fly on which she does not have
plaintext visibility, the algorithm estimates the cost of injecting a re-encryption operation
into the query plan, performed by a third party authorized for it. Such a cost is estimated
as the sum of the costs for encrypting and decrypting the attribute of interest (assuming the
average computation price of the subjects in the system), and the transfer cost for sending
the relation to the subject in charge of re-encryption and then back to S (lines 21-23).

Among the candidates for the node, procedure Compute_Assignment selects the subject Smin
with minimum estimated cost (line 29). Depending on the chosen assignee λ (n), the procedure injects re-encryption operations and updates variable to_enc_dec: λ (n) is assigned the re-encryption
of attributes in to_enc_dec that she is authorized to access in plaintext (lines 30-33), and these attributes are removed from to_enc_dec. Attributes in n.Ae that λ (n) cannot access in plaintext are
instead inserted into to_enc_dec, to push re-encryption down in the query plan (line 34). Attributes
in n.Ae that λ (n) can access in plaintext are re-encrypted by λ (n). To this purpose, the algorithm
injects a re-encryption operation, assigned to λ (n), as a child of n (lines 35-37). Note that λ (n)
can decide to decrypt the attributes that need to be re-encrypted before evaluating n, and encrypt
them (on the fly) after the evaluation of n. Since re-encryption operations are assigned to a subject
upon injection in the tree, procedure Compute_Assignment does not need to operate over them.
Leaf nodes deserve a special treatment, since they do not represent operations and can only
be assigned to the provider storing the corresponding base relation (line 3-4). We note however that, when the visit reaches a leaf node, it is necessary to verify whether to_enc_dec is
empty. If to_enc_dec is not empty, it is necessary to insert a re-encryption operation for the
attributes in to_enc_dec, which is assigned to the less expensive subject who can access attributes
in to_enc_dec in plaintext (lines 5-13). The need to involve a subject only for re-encryption operations happens only if no subject assigned to other operations in the query plan can access the
attribute(s) of interest in plaintext.
Extend query plan. Recursive procedure Extend_Plan (Figure 1.7) performs a post-order visit
of the query plan to inject encryption and decryption operations as needed. For the root node, the
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Extend_Plan(n)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

if nl 6=NULL then Extend_Plan(nl )
if nr 6=NULL then Extend_Plan(nr )
if n=T.root
then insert a decryption node new for n.ve∪n.vE as parent of n
λ (new)=U
else if nl 6=NULL AND n.A p \nl .vp6=0/
then insert a decryption node new for n.A p \nl .vp as parent of nl
if nr 6=NULL AND n.A p \nr .vp6=0/
then insert a decryption node new for n.A p \nr .vp as parent of nr
if Eλ (n p ) ∩n.vp6=0/ then insert an encryption node new for Eλ (n p ) ∩n.vp as parent of n
λ (new)=λ (n)
Compute_Profile(new); Compute_Profile(n); Compute_Profile(n p )

Figure 1.7: Pseudocode of procedure Extend_Plan

procedure injects a decryption of the encrypted attributes in the root (lines 3-5). For each non-root
node n, the procedure injects a decryption operation (as child of n and assigned to λ (n)) for those
attributes that must be in plaintext for the evaluation of n but that are encrypted in its operands.
The procedure also injects an encryption operation (as parent of n and assigned to λ (n)) for the
attributes appearing in plaintext in the profile of n and that the assignee of n p can access only in
encrypted form (lines 6-11). The procedure finally updates the profiles of the nodes impacted by
the encryption/decryption operation (line 12).

Example 1.4.1. Considering the query plan and authorizations in Figure 1.1, the algorithm first
visits the tree in post-order and identifies the candidates for each node (Figure 1.4(a)). The algorithm then visits the tree in pre-order and selects, for each node, the candidate that is more
promising from an economic point of view (Figure 1.4(b)). For instance, assuming that Y is less
expensive, the root node is assigned to Y. Similarly, we assume that evaluating the GROUP BY
clause at Y is more convenient than moving it to X or Z. However, since Y cannot access attribute
C∈n.Ae in plaintext, C is inserted into to_enc_dec and its re-encryption pushed down in the tree.
Assuming that the less expensive alternative for join evaluation is Z, since Z can re-encrypt C, a
re-encryption operation for C is inserted in the tree as child of the join node. Also, since both S
and N need to be re-encrypted for the evaluation of the join operation and Z is authorized do so, Z
decrypts and re-encrypts also S and N. We note that Z can evaluate the join over plaintext values,
being authorized for such visibility, and encrypt their values before sending the join result to Y.
Finally, we assume that the selection over J can be evaluated over the attribute encrypted in storage
and is then evaluated by the provider storing relation C OMPANY (i.e., C). The third step of the
algorithm injects encryption and decryption operations as needed: in the example, the decryption
of P and I by Y for the evaluation of the root node.

The algorithm illustrated in this section represents a heuristic approach for solving Problem 1.3.1 and operates in O(|N| · |S | · |A |) time, with A the set of attributes involved in the
query.
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1.5

Summary

We proposed an approach for leveraging storage and computational providers to enable distributed
query execution, combining data possibly stored in encrypted form at external storage providers.
Our solution allows data authorities to delegate the storage of their data to external providers,
while still enabling collaborative query evaluation, selectively involving computational providers
to limit the costs of query evaluation. The proposed heuristic aims at limiting the economic cost
of query evaluation by choosing, for each node, the candidate that is (locally) more economically
convenient.
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A common concern when using data market services for the management and storage of sensitive
data is the threat to the violation of confidentiality of the outsourced data [BDF+ 19]. Whereas
violations of integrity or availability can produce effects that are visible to the customer, violations
of confidentiality are usually hard to detect. This is represented by the well-known honest-butcurious threat model [SD16]. The classical solution to this threat is represented by the use of
encryption, so that the control of the physical representation of the data does not give access to the
information content, as long as the external provider does not have access to the encryption key.
A major problem in this context is then enabling the fine-grained access and retrieval of data
that are stored in encrypted form in the data market. For real world applications, data are typically
structured in relational table, and access requests represented by SQL queries. In the past twenty
years, the research and development community have dedicated significant effort to this problem,
considering different lines of investigations. Possible approaches include: i) the use of searchable
encryption (e.g., [PCY+ 17]), supporting the evaluation of conditions on encrypted data; ii) the
use of trusted hardware components at the server (e.g., Intel SGX), offering a trusted execution
environment residing at, but not accessible by, the server (e.g., [SKLK17]); iii) the association
with the encrypted data of metadata working as indexes offering support for the evaluation of conditions (e.g., [DDJ+ 03, HILM02]). All these approaches represent valid alternatives depending on
the application scenario. The first two, while enjoying strong protection guarantees, suffer from
a significant performance overhead, making them still not applicable in many practical scenarios.
On the other hand, indexes, while applicable in practice, may suffer from a possible exposure to
inferences, as they might leak information on the values behind them. The vulnerability of indexes typically resides in the frequencies of their occurrences, which can bear relationship with
the plaintext values. Frequencies of both individual attributes as well as combinations of them can
be exposed to inference. A solution to this problem is guaranteeing indexes with collisions (i.e.,
mapping different values into the same index), so to provide confusion and indistinguishability.
Unfortunately, this is easier said than done, as constructing such an index requires addressing two
(interconnected) aspects which are far from being trivial. First, an inevitable curse of dimensionality, while it can easily provide collisions and indistinguishability over one attribute, it is not so
when multiple attributes need to be considered. The problem is complicated by the second aspect,
which is the need to guarantee effectiveness of indexes (in terms of the limited overhead caused
by spurious tuples returned to the clients due to collisions) and their efficiency (in terms of low
performance overhead) for query execution. A third nontrivial aspect is the need to limit the storage required at the client for (re)constructing indexes to translate queries on original plaintext data
into queries on indexes at the server.
This chapter addresses all these problems and proposes a multi-dimensional index that is robust
against inference exposure. Such multi-dimensional index ensures not only that index values on
25
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individual attributes are guaranteed to appear at least a given number of times (i.e., no peculiar
frequencies can be exploited for inference attacks) but that the same holds for their combination.
In other words, each combination of index values enjoys the property of having at least a given
number of occurrences. Besides providing protection against static inference attacks (which can
no longer exploit frequencies of index values), such an approach guarantees protection against
dynamic observations from the storage provider.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents related work and
the innovation of MOSAICrOWN. Section 2.2 describes some preliminaries at the basis of the
proposed approach. Section 2.3 illustrates the proposed approach for clustering tuples in a multidimensional space for indexing. Section 2.4 illustrates the mapping of plaintext values to index
values according to the grouping resulting from the clustering. Section 2.5 illustrates the definition
of the maps to be maintained at the client-side for query translation. Section 2.6 illustrates the
query translation and execution process. Section 2.7 presents the implementation and experimental
results confirming the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach as well as the compactness of
the maps to be maintained at the client. Section 2.8 concludes the chapter.

2.1

State of the art and MOSAICrOWN innovation

We describe the state of the art and the innovation produced by MOSAICrOWN for supporting
efficient selective release of data stored in the data market.

2.1.1

State of the art

Several research efforts have addressed the problem of supporting queries directly on outsourced
encrypted data through the definition of indexing techniques or specific cryptographic schemes
(e.g., [DDJ+ 03, HILM02, PCY+ 17, PRZB11b, WL06]). Such solutions must be defined with care
due to the possible information leakage they may cause (e.g., [CDD+ 05,NKW15]). The definition
of efficient solutions robust against inferences also depends on the specific queries that need to be
supported. In particular, the support of range queries requires to define techniques that consider
the order relationship characterizing the domain of the attributes on which queries have to be executed, which can complicate the definition of such techniques (e.g., [DDJ+ 03,DPP+ 16,VAdE21]).
While sharing with our approach the goal of supporting queries over encrypted data, these solutions operate on a single attribute. Our approach instead is based on a multi-dimensional interpretation of the dataset that allows the definition of indexes over multiple attributes. The problem
of indexing multi-dimensional datasets has been already considered and resulted in the definition of multi-dimensional indexes for supporting queries with conditions on multiple attributes
(e.g., [WHL+ 14]). These solutions, however, differ from our solution since they define one index only for the whole set of attributes/dimensions considered. Our approach defines a multidimensional index with a component for each attribute, considering the intrinsic multi-dimensional
nature of relations.
A line of work close to our is represented by approaches aimed at supporting query evaluation
over data organized in multiple relations and/or fragments that cannot be joined by unauthorized
subjects (e.g., [CSYZ08, DFJ+ 10, XT06]). These solutions reduce the precision of join operations introducing a degree k of uncertainty (i.e., it is never possible to reconstruct a tuple in the
join result with uncertainty lower than 1/k). Protection is obtained by grouping tuples in the
relations/fragments and performing joins at the group (in contrast to tuple) level.
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MOSAICrOWN innovation

MOSAICrOWN produced several advancements over the state of the art, which can be summarized as follows.
• The definition of a multi-dimensional index (i.e., an index on multiple attributes) that is
robust against inference exposure and, at the same time, performs well for query execution
and requires limited storage at the client-side.
• The proposed multi-dimensional index guarantees protection against dynamic observations
from the storage provider, since tuples with the same index values are indistinguishable
from one another (so are queries over them). The price to pay for such a protection is the
overhead in query execution; being tuples with the same indexes indistinguishable one from
the others, any query touching one of them would return all the others as well. Tuples are
therefore carefully grouped for indexing so to limit the overhead in query execution and
hence guarantee performance. While this can be trivial when only one attribute is to be
indexed, it is far from being so (it is an NP-hard problem) when multiple attributes need to
be indexed.
The multi-dimensional index approach described in this chapter has been published in [DFF+ 21b].

2.2

Preliminaries

We frame our work in the context of relational database systems (which are still at the basis
of almost all applications). We then illustrate our approach with reference to the outsourcing of a
relation r defined over schema R(a1 , . . . , an ), where each attribute a j is defined over a domain d(a j ),
for j = 1, . . . , n. In the following, we use notation val(a j ) to denote the set of values of attribute
a j stored in r (i.e., val(a j ) = SELECT DISTINCT a j FROM R). As an example, Figure 2.1(a)
illustrates a relation r with three attributes: Name, State, and Age. Here, d(Age)={0, . . . , 120}
and val(Age)={27, 30, 35, 38, 42, 45, 50}. To protect the confidentiality of data and make them
non-intelligible to the storage provider, the owner encrypts the relation before outsourcing it, using
a symmetric encryption scheme with a key shared with authorized users only. Queries on the
encrypted relation are supported via a set of indexes associated with a set I ={a1 , . . . , al }⊆R
of attributes in the original relation on which conditions need to be evaluated in the execution of
queries (State and Age for our running example). An encrypted and indexed relation is formally
defined as follows.
Definition 2.2.1 (Encrypted and indexed relation). Let r be a relation over schema R(a1 , . . . , an ),
and I = {a1 , . . . , al } ⊆ R be a subset of the attributes in R. The encrypted and indexed version
of r is a relation re over schema Re (et, i1 , . . . , il ) where ∀t ∈ r, ∃t e ∈ re such that t e [et]=Ek (t),
with Ek a symmetric encryption function with key k, and t e [i j ] the index value derived from t[a j ],
j = 1, . . . , l.
According to this definition, the encrypted and indexed version re of relation r has an attribute
et that represents the encrypted representation of the tuples in the plaintext relation, and an attribute
i j that represents the index for attribute a j in I , j = 1, . . . , l. Figure 2.1(d) illustrates an example
of encrypted and indexed version of the relation in Figure 2.1(a), where State, and Age are
indexed. For simplicity, in the example we use Greek letters to represent index values.
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Figure 2.1: Plaintext relation (a), its spatial representation (b), partitioning (c), encrypted and
indexed relation (d), and maps for attribute Age (e) and State (f)
Our goal is to compute a multi-dimensional index that is effective and efficient for the execution of queries with support for equality (=) and range (>, ≥, <, ≤) conditions.

2.3

Multi-dimensional tuple partitioning

Our approach for partitioning tuples for indexing employs an algorithm similar to the one used by
the Mondrian anonymization algorithm [DFF+ 21a, DFF+ 21c, LDR06]. While similar, our algorithm bears differences to accommodate the fact that we need to cluster tuples to produce obfuscated indexes performing well for query evaluation (in contrast to cluster tuples for semantically
meaningful generalization). Our partitioning process works then in a multi-dimensional space,
with one dimension for each indexed attribute, and where tuples correspond to points in the multidimensional space where their coordinates correspond to the values of the indexed attributes in
the tuples. Figure 2.1(b) shows the two-dimensional representation for the indexing of attributes
State and Age of relation in Figure 2.1(a). Since more tuples can have the same values for the
indexed attributes, a point in the multi-dimensional space can correspond to more than one tuple,
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which is represented in the figure with the number of occurrences associated with it (omitted in
our example since it is always equal to 1).
To construct the multi-dimensional space on which the algorithm operates, by partitioning
tuples in boxes of at least b tuples, we classify attributes to be indexed into two categories:
• continuous attributes (e.g., Age in Figure 2.1(a)), characterized by a total order relationship
on their domain, and on which range conditions need to be supported;
• nominal attributes (e.g., State in Figure 2.1(a)), which do not have a semantic order in
their domain and hence on which only equality conditions make sense.
When partitioning tuples in boxes, care must be taken to put as much as possible tuples with the
same values for an attribute in the same box. Also, for continuous attributes, close values should
fall as much as possible in the same space. (Note that this might intrinsically not be possible for
all attributes.) Consistently with these observations, values of continuous attributes are considered
in their natural (we assume increasing) order along the axis of their dimension, while nominal
attributes are considered in increasing order of their relative frequencies in the tuples.
The partitioning process works recursively, cutting, at each step, a space (the whole space
at the first step) with respect to a selected attribute and a value in its domain as threshold. The
cut divides the space in two sub-spaces, each containing the points (i.e., the tuples) falling on its
side of the cut. The process is recursively repeated on each of the two resulting sub-spaces, and
terminates when any further cut would generate a partition with less than b tuples. At each step,
the attribute chosen for the cut is the one that, in the considered space, has the maximum span.
For continuous attributes, the span is the distance between the minimum and maximum value that
the tuples in the (sub-)space assume. For nominal attributes, it is the number of distinct values that
the tuples in the (sub-)space assume. For instance, with reference to the relation in Figure 2.1(a),
the span for attribute Age is 50 − 27 = 23, while the span for attribute State is 6. The value
chosen as threshold for the cut is the median for continuous attributes, and the value that splits the
(sub-)space in two sub-spaces with nearly 50% of the tuples each for nominal attributes. Note that
cuts change the relative frequency of values in the generated sub-spaces, and hence also the order
in which values for nominal attributes are positioned on their axis.

2.4

Index construction

At the end of the partitioning process, the tuples in r are grouped in non-overlapping boxes (i.e.,
disjoint groups of tuples whose union corresponds to r) such that each box contains at least b
tuples. The dotted lines in Figure 2.1(b) denote the cuts performed and hence the resulting boxes
for our example. Two cuts have been performed, resulting in three boxes, each containing three
tuples.
Intuitively, boxes determine the tuples that will be mapped to the same combination of index
values. In other words, for each indexed attribute, all the values that fall in the same box will be
mapped to the same index. Since this applies to all indexed attributes, this implies that all tuples
in the same box will be mapped to the same combination of index values. In the following, we use
notation B to denote the set of all boxes, and B j ∈B to denote the j-th box. Also, for each box
B∈B and attribute a∈I , we denote with B[a] the set of values of a, called bucket, covered by B.
A bucket is expressed as an interval for continuous attributes and as a set of values for nominal
attributes. Formally, for each box B and attribute a:
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• B[a] = [v,v 0 ] such that v = min {t[a] | t ∈ B} and v 0 = max {t[a] | t ∈ B}, if a is a continuous
attribute;
• B[a] = {t[a] | t ∈ B}, if a is a nominal attribute.

Figure 2.1(c) reports the buckets of the three boxes corresponding to the partitioning in Figure 2.1(b). For readability, we represent each set as a string composed of all its elements, that is,
AkMiWy stands for set {Ak,Mi,Wy}.
Note that, different boxes might be associated with the same bucket for one or more of their
attributes. Formally, we may have Bx [a] = By [a], with x 6= y. For instance, in our example, box
B1 containing the first three tuples and box B3 containing the last three tuples have B1 [Age] =
B3 [Age] = [27,38].
Since we want index values in different boxes to be different, the generation of indexes cannot
depend only on the bucket. To map the same bucket of different boxes to different index values,
we combine buckets for their indexing with a salt. This is formalized by the following definition.
Definition 2.4.1 (Index function). Let r be a relation, a∈I be an indexed attribute, B be the
set of boxes of relation r, and hk a cryptographic hash function with key k. An index function for
attribute a is a function ιa :B→Ia such that:
• ∀B ∈ B, ιa (B)=hk (B[a]||σ), with σ a randomly generated salt;
• ∀a, a0 ∈ I , ∀B, B 0 ∈ B, with ιa (B)=hk (B[a]||σ), ιa0 (B 0 )=hk (B 0 [a0 ]||σ 0 ), if B[a] = B 0 [a0 ] and
(a 6= a0 or B 6= B 0 ), then σ 6= σ 0 .
Indexes are then computed as the result of a cryptographic hash function on the concatenation
of the bucket to be indexed and a salt. The second bullet in the definition dictates the use of a
different salt for buckets that are equal but refer to different attributes (i.e., dimensions) or for a
same bucket that appears in different boxes for the same attribute. Satisfaction of such a condition is guaranteed by generating salts using a pseudo-random generation function with a different
seed for each attribute. Hence, different attributes will be associated with a different sequence of
randomly generated salts. For each attribute a∈I , we denote with σa ( j) the j-th salt generated
by function σ with the seed of attribute a. Each bucket Bx [a] is then associated with the j-th salt
σa ( j), with j − 1 the number of boxes By ∈ B such that Bx [a]=By [a] and y < x. For instance,
with reference to the example in Figure 2.1, bucket B3 [Age] is combined with salt σAge (2) since
B1 [Age]=B3 [Age] and 1 < 3. Figure 2.1(d) shows the encrypted and indexed version of the plaintext relation in Figure 2.1(a). Here, combinations of index values hω, αi, hγ, β i, and hτ, α 0 i are
those computed for the three boxes in Figure 2.1(c). Indexes α and α 0 represent different salted
versions of the same bucket (i.e., [27,38]).

2.5

Client-side maps

The process illustrated in the previous sections enables the creation of indexes to be associated
with the tuples in the plaintext relation to be outsourced. The encrypted and indexed relation
(Definition 2.2.1) outsourced to the storage provider will then have, for each tuple in the original
plaintext relation, its encrypted version and the values of the indexes computed as illustrated (Definition 2.4.1). For simplicity, in our examples we maintain tuples in the same order in the original
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and outsourced relations, but clearly tuples should be shuffled before upload them to the storage
provider.
The next problem is the definition of the information to be maintained at the client-side to
enable the translation of queries on the plaintext relation into queries on the encrypted and indexed
relation that can then be executed at the storage provider. According to Definition 2.4.1, such
information comprises:
• the cryptographic hash function h along with the corresponding key k;
• the function σa used for salt generation;
• a map, denoted Mapa , enabling the translation of plaintext attribute values into index values.
While the first two bullets only require a client to memorize one function, the third one, requiring attributes’ maps, needs more consideration. As maps are being maintained on the client, it is
important to maintain them compact, to limit the storage needed at the client. As we will show in
Section 2.7, our maps enjoy such compactness. We maintain attributes’ maps in a compact form
as follows.
Continuous attributes. For each continuous attribute a, Mapa is a set of pairs (Bucket,Count),
reporting the buckets in which the attribute has been divided and, for each bucket, the number of
boxes in which it appears. Formally, Mapa = {hB[a], ci | B ∈ B, c = |{B 0 ∈ B | B 0 [a] = B[a]}|}.
The counter associated with each bucket gives the number of distinct index values corresponding to the bucket and hence the number of salts to be used for reconstructing such indexes for query
translation. Figure 2.1(e) illustrates the map for attribute Age that contains the information about
the two buckets resulting from partitioning (i.e., [27,38] and [42,50]). Bucket [27,38] has 2 occurrences and the sequence of salts used in the generation of the corresponding index values is σAge (1)
and σAge (2). Hence, the index values corresponding to bucket [27,38] are hk ([27,38]||σAge (1))=α
and hk ([27,38]||σAge (2))=α 0 (see Figure 2.1(d)).
Nominal attributes. For each nominal attribute a, Mapa is a set of pairs (Value,Bucketsσ )
for each actual value v in the actual domain val(a), the buckets B[a] that include v, concatenated
with the corresponding salt value. Formally, Mapa = {hv, {(B[a] || σ )}i | v ∈ val(a), B ∈ B : v ∈
B[a], ιa (B) = hk (B[a] || σ)}.
Figure 2.1(f) illustrates the map for attribute State. For simplicity, in the figure, noting that
in our example all buckets have only one occurrence, and therefore only one salt is to be used, we
report the unsalted bucket values.

2.6

Query translation and execution

Once the data have been outsourced, the data (encrypted and indexed) will reside at the external
storage provider and only the information needed for query translation (i.e., the maps) will be
stored at the client. Each query q on R, formulated at the client-side, will then need to be translated
on a query qs operating on indexes at the provider side. The retrieved result (encrypted tuples
whose indexes satisfy qs ) will be decrypted and query qc will be executed to eliminate possible
spurious tuples, where qc is the same as q but executed on the decryption of the result of qs instead
of R. Figure 2.2 illustrates the overall architecture and query execution process.
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Figure 2.2: Query execution process
Translating q into qs requires mapping each of the conditions appearing in its WHERE clause
into a condition on indexes. We illustrate such a mapping depending on whether the condition is
on a continuous or nominal attribute.
Continuous attribute. Continuous attributes support both point (i.e., equality) as well as range
conditions. Conditions can then be of the form “a op v” or “a BETWEEN vx AND vy ”, with a∈I ,
v,vx ,vy ∈d(a), and op ∈ {>, ≥, <, ≤}.
To illustrate the mapping, we consider a general form capturing all the cases above and illustrate the mapping of condition “a∈Range”, where Range is an (open or closed) interval specified
by two values vl and vr , with vl ≤ vr . Such a general form captures all the conditions above, by
simply considering vl = vr = v for point conditions; vl the lowest value in val(a) for < or ≤
conditions; vr the highest value in val(a) for > or ≥ conditions; and the interval open on the left
(right, resp.) side if values equal to vl (vr , resp.) should be excluded. For instance, Age<30, is
equivalent to Age∈[27,30).
A condition of the form “a∈Range” is translated in a condition on a’s index ia , requesting it
to be in the set of index values to which the a’s buckets intersecting Range have been mapped,
that is, in condition:
• ia IN (hk (b||σa ( j)) s.t. hb, ci ∈Mapa , b ∩ Range 6= 0,
/ j = 1, . . . , c)
Here hb, ci ∈Mapa denotes the different buckets in Mapa , b ∩ Range 6= 0/ restricts the consideration to the ones intersecting Range, and c expresses the number of salts to be used for each
bucket b (i.e., the number of distinct index values to which the bucket has been mapped).
For instance, consider attribute Age and its map in Figure 2.1(e). Condition “Age=30” is
translated as “iAge IN (α, α 0 )”, with α=hk ([27,38]||σAge (1)) and α 0 =hk ([27,38]||σAge (2)). Condition “Age>39” is translated as “iAge IN (β )”, with β =hk ([42,50]||σAge (1)).
Nominal attribute. Nominal attributes support the evaluation of point conditions only. A condition “a=v” is translated in a condition on a’s index ia , requesting it to be in the set of index values
to which v has been mapped, that is, in condition:
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• ia IN({hk (set j ) such that m∈Mapa , with m[Value] = v and set j ∈ m[Bucketsσ ], j =
1, . . . , |m[Bucketsσ ]|})
For instance, consider attribute State and its map in Figure 2.1(f). Condition “State=Wy”
is translated as “iState IN (ω, γ)", with ω=hk (AkMiWy) and γ=hk (CaWy). Condition “State=Ca”
is translated into condition “iState IN (γ)”.

2.7

Implementation and experiments

We built a prototype in Python that implements both the generation of the encrypted and indexed relation and the query evaluation process. We then tested our approach on the PUMS USA
ACS 2019 dataset, containing 3.2M tuples [RFG+ 20]. The dataset schema includes two nominal
(State and Occupation) and two continuous (Age and Income) attributes. Our experiments
analyze the overhead in query execution and the size of the client-side maps.
Indexing and encryption. We realized a distributed version of the partitioning process illustrated
in Section 2.3. Our tool uses the scalable Apache Spark platform and parallelizes the partitioning
process relying on an arbitrary number of workers. The dataset is partitioned to the workers and
they independently apply the partitioning process on the tuples assigned to them. Each worker
computes index values (Definition 2.4.1) using the Blake2b hash function and a different 16byte salt for each attribute. The encrypted tuple (attribute et) is computed using XSalsa20 with
Poly1305 MAC (to guarantee both confidentiality and integrity) with a 32-byte high-entropy key.
The tool also generates a fresh nonce for each encryption invocation to provide indistinguishability
of tuples with the same values for all encrypted attributes. The encryption functions are implemented by PyNacl. The encrypted and indexed relations generated by each worker are uploaded,
in randomized order, to a containerized PostgreSQL DBMS.
Query translation. Each client-side query q is parsed using sqlparse, a SQL parser for Python,
and translated as described in Section 2.6. Query qs is submitted to the PostgreSQL DBMS hosted
at the storage provider, and its result is decrypted and checked for integrity by the client. The client
executes query qc on an in-memory SQLite DB to filter spurious tuples and project the attributes
of interest.
Query overhead. We compared our solution with a Naive approach that builds boxes of b tuples
by ordering tuples according to the values of a sequence of attributes and then splitting the ordered
dataset in boxes of b contiguous tuples. We run two kinds of query: 1) point queries for each
attribute a in the dataset schema (i.e., State, Occupation, Age, Income), and each value v
in val(a); 2) range queries for attribute Age and for each range [vi ,v j ] of values in val(Age).
Figure 2.3 compares the overhead in query execution for the Naive approach and for our b-indexed
approach. Figures 2.3(a,c,e) refer to point queries and Figures 2.3(b,d,f) refer to range queries. The
overhead is measured in terms of the average ratio between the number of tuples returned by the
query on index ia and the original query on a, considering b with values 10, 25, and 50. For
point queries, such an overhead is measured depending on the selectivity of the original query on
the plaintext data (plotted on the x axis and expressed in terms of percentage of tuples returned).
We assumed each query to be issued as many times as the frequency of the requested value.
For range queries, Figures 2.3(b,d,f), the overhead is measured depending on the percentage of
domain values covered by the range condition (plotted on the x axis). As visible from the figures,
our approach largely outperforms the Naive one, whose overhead compared to ours is between
1.5x and 3x for point queries and between 5x and 10x for range queries.
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Figure 2.3: Point (a,c,e) and range (b,d,f) queries overhead

It is interesting to note how the limited overhead provided by our b-indexed approach, which is
much smaller than the value of b. Such limited overhead is to be particularly appreciated especially
in comparison with alternative for privacy-aware query execution that suffers at least 30x overhead
in size of each access (in some cases a more than 1000x overhead), which grows significantly when
indexes are introduced.
Local data structure. Figure 2.4(a) illustrates the size of the maps stored at the client-side varying
the number of tuples in the dataset between 0.5 and 3 millions and b equal to 10, 25, and 50. As
visible from Figure 2.4(b), our maps require in almost all the analyzed configurations less than 1
byte per tuple. It is to note that the storage space per tuple required by the map decreases as the
number of tuples increases.
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Summary

The chapter described an approach for addressing the problem of storing encrypted data in the
data market and defining indexes over them for enabling query execution. The proposed approach
to index construction, working on multiple attributes guarantees protection against inferences,
while providing effective and efficient query execution, with support for both point and range
conditions. The experimental evaluation on large publicly available datasets confirms the validity
of our approach and therefore its applicability in practical scenarios.
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3. Conclusions

In this deliverable, we have presented the advancements of the work carried out in MOSAICrOWN
Work Package 4. WP4 has addressed the problem of defining efficient techniques aimed to wrap
data with a protection layer (typically removable), while ensuring access functionality without
compromising on protection. The deliverable has then focused on techniques for supporting controlled data sharing in collaborative queries and fine-grained data retrieval.
Chapter 1 has illustrated an approach for the management of collaborative queries when the
involved datasets are associated with access restrictions and the subjects involved in query execution have partial access to the data. Datasets can be stored either in plaintext or encrypted
form. Authorizations associated with datasets are defined by their authorities, and regulate access
to data specifying if a data item can be accessed by a subject in plaintext or in encrypted form.
Enforcement of authorizations considers the possibility that data stored in encrypted form need to
be decrypted and then re-encrypted to support the execution of specific operations over them. The
chapter has also described a heuristic for determining a minimum cost query plan. The proposed
heuristic algorithm determines an assignment of operations to subjects in complete obedience of
authorizations and such that for each query operation, the subject in charge of its execution is the
subject (locally) more economically convenient. MOSAICrOWN is working on an enhancement
of this proposal to support trusted hardware components in query execution.
Chapter 2 has addressed the problem of outsourcing encrypted data to the digital data market
and defining indexes over them for enabling fine-grained data retrieval. The proposed approach
for index construction works on multiple attributes and guarantees protection against inferences.
The idea is to partition the tuples in a dataset into boxes of a given size and then to associate all
tuples in the same box with the same combination of index values, ensuring that different boxes
have different combinations of index values. All tuples in a box are always returned together in
the result of a query, making them indistinguishable from all the tuples in the same box. This
implies that boxes must be carefully constructed to limit the overhead in query execution and
hence guarantee performance. The experimental evaluation on large publicly available datasets
confirms the validity of the proposed approach and therefore its applicability in practical scenarios.
MOSAICrOWN is working on an enhancement of this proposal to support a perfect flat indexing
where a dataset is stored in groups of exactly the same number of data items. MOSAICrOWN
is also investigating the use of a key-value store for the storage of datasets in contrast to the
PostgreSQL DBMS used in the approach described in this deliverable.
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